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About This Game

Can you take control of a mail distribution company where your business will need to adapt to a growing city? Will you be able
to handle the pressure of new delivery opportunities or are other delivery businesses step in to pick up the slack and impact your

profit margin.

In Excalibur’s Post Master you’ll start out with a single post office, supplying pick-up and delivery services for a small area of
the city. To maintain an excellent service you’ll need to hire workers to sort mail, contract security guards to protect your offices

from robberies while also purchasing new vehicles to pick up and deliver mail.

Once you’ve settled into your first office, you’ll need to look to the future of your company and determine the best plan of
action to expand your services. Will you look to provide the best mail distribution system but supply a small area, or are you

looking to conquer the city with several offices and a vast fleet of vehicles.

In order to maintain your claim on postal services for parts of the city, you’re going to need to remain competitive. With a rival
business looking to take a cut of the services there are methods of attack to remain the superior mail distribution business. You

can carefully plan your delivery routes to make your average delivery time faster than anyone else, or you could lower the prices
of your services to remain the cheapest.

Features of Post Master:

An ever growing city that changes frequently
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Hire staff and purchase personnel

Set the duties and route of each vehicle

Purchase objects for your garage and offices

Hire security guards to prevent post office robbery

Invest in new offices to expand the reach of your services

Adjust the prices of your services, do you want to charge a fortune or undercut your competitors?

Other Titles From Excalibur

https://store.steampowered.com/app/605740/Flashing_Lights__Police_Fire_EMS/
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Title: Post Master
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Excalibur
Publisher:
Excalibur Publishing
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014
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English,French,Italian,German
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This game is like if Bejeweled \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed and cummed inside of geomotry wars...Bejeweled and Geomotry
wars raised this prodigy child. On its eighteenth birthday it was brutally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
impregnated by a schizoid who couldnt decide if he was a Civ5 technology tree or the magic school bus journeying through the
human body at a cellular level. This bastard child conceived through legitamatish\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was
known as Transcipted, and he was grand and received 9.5 out of 10 review score.. Not the longest puzzle game in the world, but
decent. Maybe slightly harder than Hook, which came before it. For the money, a good game which will last you about an hour..
A wonderful work of art.
Everyone needs to own this and play it.. Wow! worth the money. I hate to admit that I needed to check a walk throught guide
three times. After each check I said, "Duh! of course that's how you do it." It was frustrating at times, but the clues are all there
if you look. Creepy background noises and voices.. Early Access Watcher Reviews Death's Hangover

Update Version: Full Release

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer during the Early Access Release.

Gameplay Footage: Warning: Complete Play-through so story spoilers expected.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tnn6Ss00dcE

Retro Army Limited returns to the gaming scene following the release of their previous 90's style fighting game, Verdict Guilty.
This time around the studio decided to utilize the Early Access platform to develop Death's Hangover and finally exited the
program with a satisfying Breakout iteration. Fans of Retro Army's cut-scenes and brand of humor will find them intact while
veterans of the genre will discover a unique twist to the formula. I was skeptic when I first played it in early access, but I am
happy to report the game is functional with just a few small hiccups. The only issue I have yet to determine is if the price
matches what is on offer. That is what I plan to do today.

The intro establishes the ultimate goal for the game, but nothing really gets explained until the final stage of the two possible
endings. Death is the driving force behind the assignment of retrieving his souls and is constantly appearing to Andy and Bob to
offer words of encouragement without disclosing anything behind the dilemma. Cut-scenes also appear during each stage to
show how far along Andy is to discovering the truth behind Death's request (with Bob acting as more of a comic relief). Little
hints are placed throughout each stage as too what is going on, but the only hard evidence gets presented during the stage in the
throne room. It is a nonsensical plot with very little pay off, but it adds more to the comedic style of the developer and at least
provides closure to the why and how of Death's apparent hangover.

Speaking of comedy, fans of Retro Army's previous title Super Trench Attack might find some enjoyment in the low brow,
dark humor. I didn't find myself laughing at the jokes, but I was pleased with the sarcastic nature of Death's commentary. On
the visual front, everything has a low resolution pixelated style with small sprites for the creeps. The stages are varied with a
different box appearance and monster type for each area. Some areas include unique game mechanics such as breakable border
blocks and running water to mess with the direction the ball is heading. Music is not too shabby, but it can get repetitive after
awhile. As a full package, these parts blend together in a competent manner to produce a decent experience that isn't rough on
the eyes.

Dracula's castle is essentially divided into floors with multiple stages populating each floor. Before the Breakout segments can
be accessed, a short, linear 2D adventure mode must be completed. They contain a very simple set of rooms that require certain
actions to reach the end, some that include hazards that can eliminate the player and any power ups they were holding. It is not
possible to skip these or the cut-scenes that play out during the course of the game, so for anyone seeking a pure Breakout
experience might be disappointed. Each stage provides six levels during the Breakout portions and include a creep fight, a soul
retrieval segment and a boss fight to top it off. Stages can be dealt with rather quickly and a full play-through can last about an
hour depending on how many keys were collected to access more stages. The game requires multiple play-throughs to collect all
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the souls and certain stages cannot be accessed on certain paths, so there is some replay-ability to the game.

The ball and bat segments will feel at home to anyone who has played the genre before, except this time the focus is on
breaching a door located in the room to progress rather than eliminating all the boxes. Some boxes are invincible, others move to
prevent passage of the ball and plenty of them break to reward the player with goodies. The breakable boxes hold gems that
provide points toward a new life, keys to unlock other areas, souls, and one of seven available power ups to aid in storming the
castle. Any power can be upgraded to a second level and provide a useful ability from passing through any objects, grabbing the
ball on bounce back and a couple of projectile based powers that help when dealing with the creeps. Two power ups can be held
at any given time, one of which is placed on reserve and will always change if another power up is picked up. Should a player
lose a life, the active ability is lost, but the one on reserve is still available for immediate use.

Some of the special features of the game do stand out from other titles in this genre. The ball has two passive abilities that slow
the ball down or speed it up. This offers some very useful tactical approaches to dealing with tight corners made by creeps and
the ability to stall for a block to move. Once a player dies, there is an option to restart the stage or take a chance at the Cheat
Death wheel to restart at the last area played. It is a gamble that either rewards a game over or the spot back at the previous area
with one of the seven power ups. It is an interesting concept that makes fighting bosses a little more forgiving. Boss fights have
their own distinct looks and incorporate the environment to their advantage. Some share similar abilities such as fireballs or
lightning, but they function differently depending on their health. Aside from the three levels of difficulty, there is a 2 player
mode and a level editor for basic level designs. Controller support is also present, but it only recognizes the Xbox360 controller.

I was pleased to see that issues involving game crashes were dealt with before the final release, but there are still a couple of
issues I noticed during the course of my adventure. When a boss fight finishes, the player must retrieve the ball to avoid a death.
On certain occasions, the ball would pass through the mattress if it was too close to the entrance located on the side of the wall.
Some souls are trapped behind very narrow wall gaps and the ball can end up getting stuck inside the area with no hope of
getting out. Outside of these two issues, the game ran like a dream with very short loading times.

Satisfying game-play, replay-ability, decent visuals and a forgiving difficulty were enough to keep me playing after my first two
ventures through that Bastard Dracula's castle. I would normally reserve this kind of title to a discount ranking, but I can see
someone getting their money's worth at full price. I am glad to see another game properly use the Early Access program for its'
intended purpose and come out looking better than ever. Retro Army continues to push forward in another genre and I
encourage anyone to try out the demo to see if their spin on Breakout is to your liking.

Pros

- Varied stage designs with accompanied creeps and boss fight
- Plenty of secret rooms and alternate paths to allow decent replay-ability
- Interesting mechanics and useful power ups
- Difficult, but fair
- Cut-scenes and general look were decent

Neutral

- Humor was hit or miss, but it is all based on personal taste
- Music was alright, but repetitive due to placement

Cons

- A few bugs, but nothing game breaking. I highly recommend this small fun game. It's simple and basic but loads of fun!!!
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the entire game can be complete within half an hour.

NO NO i didn't say that this was a bad game.
It's actually a fun game if you aim for the highscore run [all combo]

a simple game about fart jokes
+great music
+easy to understand mechanics
+COMBOS!

-lacking replayabilty but what's to complain for a 1$ game?

8/10. dont buy just dont. I think the way this game works is that it assumes you know not a single word of the language you want
to lear and then you have to complete all sections of level one before you move on. This is a bit extreme, so I can only
recommend this to a complete beginner and when it is really cheap. So far, to me it has been a waste of money.. Great light and
fun adventure game! Recommended to anyone who likes a little bit of challenge, but also likes if there are hints around to help
them out. Had a ton of fun with this, great way to spend the five or so hours it'll take you to complete it!. I am new for games,
just buy it for my son. He likes a lot.. Hotline Miami 3: All The Electronic-Music-Artists Have Called In Sick And Now We
Have To Use Jazz.

TL;DR: It's bit short for 15 dollars, but the art-style, dynamic music, and level-design will make it worthwhile. If you haven't
already liked Hotline Miami very much, I'd rather say you try it out when it's a bit cheaper.

I liked Hotline Miami, this game is very similiar but a bit easier. But HOLEY MOLEY, That art-style! That line-of-sight
mechanic, where every wall that would cover the ape's view rises up beyond the screen so that the bird's-eye-view camera is also
blcoked by it! The music that reacts to the current gameplay-situation. Not only a sharp cimbel on every kill, but quiet music
when you are not spotted, rising music the more enemies detect you, instruments getting louder and quiter depending on what
enemy spots you. There's just so much to enhance the gameplay via music.

But for 15 Euros, it's a bit short. It were very fun 3 hours for me, and I don't regret paying the 12,something euros when it was
released, but if you haven't been really into Hotlien Miami, I'd recommend waiting for a sale. But for 5 euros/dollars/moneys,
it's very worth buying just to experience the art-style and the music.. TL;DR: Only buy it if have no other FPS to buy at that
price.
And you have, believe me - it's steam, always something worth buying for 5 bucks (unless you are PalmDesert, in that case you
don't need any reviews).

Long Version:
Simplistic shooter with solid mechanics, great music and stylish albeit primitive visuals.

I do not recomment it because it just doesn't belong to PC. All major selling points of Neon Shadow on Ouya and mobile were
in it's multiplayer - it had split screen, lan, online and bots even in tablet versions. In comparison to other PC shooters - only split
screen is major selling point since most shooters lack it. Guess what? It got cut. What's left is simplistic shooter that does the
same things as every other shooter but simplier:
- 2.5D gameplay (yes, there is no any Z-axis movement - maps are flat)
- up to 4 player multiplayer
- "bald guy versus robots" single player
- obligatory PC stuff - mouse\/resolution\/rebindable controls.
Text book port - even has a FOV slider, let's not make a big deal since those things are nominal and obligatory for PC as a
platform.

You can play it, but why do you want it? Single player is 'shoot stuff and run to exit' with levels that can be beat in mere minites
or sometimes seconds.
And unlike Ouya version it's not a party game anymore, it's just an average shooter that tries to make up for lack of content with
it's small price. PC version is inferior game to it's mobile counterpart, why would you support it?
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Well, for PC shooter - Neon Shadow is just a mobile port with resolution settings and mouse support. It might had chance to get
big if it had level editor with steam workshop support, achievements, trading cards, split screen, bigger multiplayer maps (and
more players), campaign coop, coop survival\/horde mode, etc. You've got an idea, things that extend game's life and actual
work and support put into PC version. But there is none. It does not even support cloud saves.

All in all you'll have a lot more fun playing original Doom or even Wolf3D.

p.s.: Also I'm pretty sure there will be absolutely zero support post-launch so we won't get even split screen to have feature
parity for the same price. Hit me up if that'd change - I'll update my review.
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